
Floor Restoration Specialists 

The Floor Refinishing team has 
 28 years of restoration experience.  
We are a family business with a positive attitude 
to the restoration of all types of commercial & 
residential floors.  
You may require an old floor restored to improve 
an old property, or achieve a polished concrete 
floor surface to a modern ecological home – we 
have the experience you need to advise and guide 
you. 
 

 
 
 
Our aim is to sympathetically restore a floor, to  
attain the best possible surface from the floor that 
you have presented to us.   
We will use a clever mix of traditional methods 
combined with new.  It is our view that in 
restoration, there needs to be a balance between 
traditional and eco friendly products. It is 
important that restoration gives lasting results, 
because if a floor surface requires too much 
maintenance then the energy used can soon 
negate the eco benefits. 
 
 
 

We can complete a wide range of floor 
restoration work, from a simple clean to old 
floors through to a full restoration including 
repairs and re finishing.  
Our techniques include diamond polishing to 
improve worn surfaces, specialist cleaning 
techniques, corrective works, plus repairs and 
replacements. 
We also repair, sand and seal floor 
boards, wood block, & parquet floors. 

 
Stone, wood, slate, marble, limestone, quarry,  

 
Norfolk pamments, terrazzo & concrete.  

www.textures4floors.co.uk 
01692 406762 
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Marble and limestone Marble and limestone Marble and limestone Marble and limestone will enhance any style of building 

and bring life to a room.  

The reflection of light and the richness of the finish can 

stop visitors in their tracks. 

By choosing to renovate or install a natural floor, you 

will be able to enjoy the benefits of a resilient surface 

with a unique signature, all of its own.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Marble & Stone surfaces can be difficult to work  

with, and in order to achieve the best results you will  

need to use a specialist.   

 

 

 

Our team have the knowledge and the  

expertise to renovate and enhance the floor you have un-

covered or to finish new floors laid by your builder or  

floor tile contractor. 

We can offer you experienced technicians who understand 

how to get the best from your floor.  

Our depth of knowledge in the use of quality restoration 

diamond tooling,  for polishing & re-finishing can re-finish 

rough & worn surfaces of limestone and marble, including 

stair treads and edges.   

28 Years of INOVATION  
Our modern vacuums and diamond systems control dust & minimise the disruption. Colour matched  

repairs for holes, cracks & chips.     Diamond Polishing, vitrification, or application of seals can give your 

floors, new life with reflection and depth.  

Our restoration process makes Natural Stone, Marble & Limestone much easier to clean and maintain. 

Call us now for your Free Survey! 

ReReReRe----finishing of Marble or Stone Floorsfinishing of Marble or Stone Floorsfinishing of Marble or Stone Floorsfinishing of Marble or Stone Floors    

www.textures4floors.co.uk 
01692 406762 



Brick, Norfolk Pamment, Quarry TilesBrick, Norfolk Pamment, Quarry TilesBrick, Norfolk Pamment, Quarry TilesBrick, Norfolk Pamment, Quarry Tiles    

Slate & Encaustic TilesSlate & Encaustic TilesSlate & Encaustic TilesSlate & Encaustic Tiles    

These traditional floors, historically may have been oiled, varnished, covered with carpet & 

vinyl, or even painted and all these seals & coatings need to be removed to make the tiles 

presentable in our modern lives.  

With a range of floor equipment  will flush out the dirt that has been ground into the tile over 

many years. 

Our specialist cleaning and repair techniques ensure that the 

floor is sympathetically restored for you to use in this modern 

world.  All the tiles are porous to varying degrees and will 

therefore absorb spills and dirt unless they are sealed. Many 

tiles must however be allowed to breath to prevent moisture 

creating white salts within the tile surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An impregnating seal will fill the pores, but allow the floor to breath, and then the tiles can be 

finished using, wax or an acrylic polish that can be used to produce matt, satin or gloss finishes 

to suit  your personal preference, and the intended use for the floor.    
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Quarry with an adhesive covering 

Slate can be sealed Slate can be sealed Slate can be sealed Slate can be sealed     

Matt, a shine or a sheenMatt, a shine or a sheenMatt, a shine or a sheenMatt, a shine or a sheen    

Bricks BeforeBricks BeforeBricks BeforeBricks Before    

Pamments RestoredPamments RestoredPamments RestoredPamments Restored    

Bricks RestoredBricks RestoredBricks RestoredBricks Restored    

There are many hall floors like this in There are many hall floors like this in There are many hall floors like this in There are many hall floors like this in 

Norfolk and Suffolk. Norfolk and Suffolk. Norfolk and Suffolk. Norfolk and Suffolk.     



                                               Wood floors have become  
                                          a natural way to furnish  
         your building. 
                                                                      Wooden floors and staircases can be  
          restored to their natural beauty without  
          the problems with quantities of dust  
          that you might expect from the process.   
 

 
Our Restoration Service offers  
traditional sanding methods, to remove 
 rough / worn surface from the floors.  
We also use modern diamond finishing 
techniques along with vacuums to control  
dust and minimise the disruption to your 
environment. 
Repairs and infilling to gaps is part of the 
service.  Seals can be designed to meet your 
needs, and if a full sand is not necessary we 
can also complete restorative cleaning and 
waxing. 

 
Quality Work  
We also have a good reputation for sanding and 
sealing schools, village halls, the fewer times you 
sand a floor the longer the wood will last and 
therefore the more cost effective the floor is.   
Our service includes advice on ways to maintain 
the floor to reduce the wear on the seals. 
 
Floors are not the only wood we restore, we have 
also successfully competed the sympathetic 
restoration of staircases and wall panelling.     

Call us now for your Free Survey!. 

www.textures4floors.co.uk 
01692 406762 

Restore Wood floors to enrich your propertyRestore Wood floors to enrich your propertyRestore Wood floors to enrich your propertyRestore Wood floors to enrich your property    
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Seals 

Stains 

Schools &  

Community Centres 




